
The Existence of God

    

  

      

  

   Does God really exist?  This is the thought that probably occurred in everyone's mind. 
Atheists fervently deny that God is living today.  But when thinking back on how the universe
and humans existed, the Atheists will have to confess that there is a God.  However, thanks to
beliefs like evolution, Atheists will claim that the universe and humans came to existence from
the processes of evolution.  Mankind came from animals, animals came from materials, and
materials came from certain chemical substances.  That is where they stop.  Then where did the
original substance come from?  No one has yet given an answer, because they know they can't!
 Comparing all the facts anyone can think, it will always come down to the fact that the most
logical point is that God exists.  You may not see Him personally, but there are also many things
that people did not see personally (the Big Bang, Abraham Lincoln, an atom, etc.), yet they
believe they exist.  Here are two main problems that Atheists will use against a Christian in
order to disprove God's existence:

      

    

  

   Atheist Problem #1:  How do you know God really exists?

  

    

  

   1)    Isaiah 44:6:  We believe God exists because of what created the universe. If it wasn’t
God who created the universe, then what did? If you say some substance (whether it be the two
meteors crashed from the Big Bang, or some gas and liquid in space, or etc.) created the
universe, then what created that substance? If you say some other substance created it, then
what created that other substance? The list would go on and on, but no matter how far back we
go, the only answers you can think is:  (1) the original substance had no beginning, which
contradicts the Second Law of Thermodynamics, (2) nothing created it, which contradicts the
First Law of Thermodynamics, or (3) some extremely all-powerful Being created everything. It
makes more sense to believe that some extremely all-powerful Being created everything. 
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   Atheist Argument:  But then what created God? It does not make sense that God has no
beginning.

  

   Christian Answer 1:  It does not even make more sense (actually more un-logical) that a
substance had no beginning.  If it wasn’t God who created the universe, then what did?  No
matter how far back we go, the only answers you can think what created the universe is:  (1) the
original substance had no beginning, which contradicts the Second Law of Thermodynamics,
(2) nothing created it, which contradicts the First Law of Thermodynamics, or (3) an extremely
all-powerful Being created everything. It is more un-logical to believe that substance had no
beginning than some extremely all-powerful Being had no beginning.

  

   Christian Answer 2:  If there is someone who made God, then there must be also a
“someone” who made that “someone” who made God. The list would go on and on indefinitely.
But no matter how far back we go, there must still be some extremely all-powerful Being that
created everything.

  

    

  

   Atheist Problem #2:  But you never saw God before, so how can you believe there is a
God?

  

    

  

   1)    Psalms 19:1:  On the same way, you never saw the Big Bang or the beginning stage of
Evolution before, so how come you believe it? From simply thinking what created the universe
proves there has to be some extremely all-powerful Being who created the universe. No matter
how far back we go, the only answers you can think what created the universe is:  (1) the
original substance had no beginning, which contradicts the Second Law of Thermodynamics,
(2) nothing created it, which contradicts the First Law of Thermodynamics, or (3) an extremely
all-powerful Being created everything. It makes more sense to believe that an extremely
all-powerful Being created everything. 
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   2)    Romans 1:19-22:  You never saw the designer making that watch you are wearing. You
never saw the designer constructing that home you are living. You never saw the designer
building that car you are driving. So does it make sense that you can believe in a designer
creating those simple objects and deny in a Designer creating the complex universe? Common
sense shows there must be a Designer creating the universe!
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